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THE EXCEPTIONAL, EVERY DAY

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Throughout the campaign the
GSOC provided three main
methods of communication;
alerts through the GSOC App
powered by Merlin 24/7, a live
protest situation map, and a
daily intelligence summary.

In the build up to the 2020 Extinction Rebellion campaign
of mass civil disobedience called ‘The Rebellion’, the GSOC
provided an enhanced level of coverage in support of Mitie
and their customers.
An intelligence briefing webinar was hosted by Mitie’s Director
of Intelligence and Head of Intelligence Delivery, available
to Mitie and all of its customers prior to ‘The Rebellion’
commencing. The webinar delivered an overview of the
actions Mitie took in response to previous campaigns by the
group and the key observations identified. It also provided
a summary of the intelligence picture for the upcoming
campaign, and an assessment of what would likely be seen,
before finally highlighting key site preparation considerations.

Live protest situation map

Daily intelligence summary

Throughout the campaign the GSOC provided three main
methods of communication; alerts through the GSOC App
powered by Merlin 24/7, a live protest situation map, and a
daily intelligence summary. Throughout the two weeks of ‘The
Rebellion’, the GSOC sent a total of 174 GSOC App alerts
to Mitie and its customers providing updates on the latest
intelligence picture.
The live protest map, which saw 441 visits, provided customers
with the ability to see the planned protests and actions which
were most likely to affect their location through the rebellion.
Constantly updated with the latest intelligence, the live map
was a pivotal tool in delivering new information to customers.
Finally, a daily intelligence summary was shared with Mitie
and their customers at the culmination of each day, providing
a summary and assessment of the day’s actions, and a look
ahead to those still to come.
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THE REBELLION
DEBRIEF

Live protest situation map

Extinction Rebellion (XR) activists organised an eight-day
series of protests around the UK, with the main protest
actions occurring in the city centres of London, Manchester
and Cardiff. Decentralised actions also complemented the
main protests in causing additional disruptions. This campaign
ran from 01 to 08 September 2020, with XR’s local, regional
and national branches gathering in these cities and carrying
out various protests.
Extinction Rebellion activists targeted private and public
entities, specifically institutions and corporations deemed to
be responsible for the environmental crisis. During the eightday campaign, police response was successful, leading to
approximately 700 activists being arrested.

LOOKING FORWARD, XR GROUPS
ARE LIKELY TO TARGET SPECIFIC
COMPANIES WITH THEATRICAL
AND DISRUPTIVE TACTICS.
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ASSESSMENT
Overall, the 2020 XR Rebellion proved to be less organised
than the 2019 event. Due to the movement merging various
themes and narratives, decentralised actions have occurred,
complimenting the main events. However, these decentralised
and ad hoc protect actions have had limited success due to
robust police response and the containment of events in a
defined area. The current pandemic and the restrictions put in
place by Government have also facilitated police interventions
and contributed to a decrease in the overall attendance of this
years events.
Despite experiencing some lack of organisation, the XR
activists were still willing to resort to highly disruptive tactics
such as parking vehicles in the middle of roads. This could
be due to more radical environmeltalists participating, as well
as social justice groups within the Rebellion. These disruptive
tactics have also seen the development of a negative public
sentiment, particularly across social media, from users
and bystanders affected by road blockages. The impact on
sentiment suggests that is the XR support base decreases,
activists may continue to turn to highly disruptive, flash-mob
and theatrical tactics in future protests, which could occur
without warning, in order to minimise opposition.
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As an outcome of the
organisational issues that befell
the group in the 2020 Rebellion,
activists are likely to target
specific public and private entities,
rather than prioritise themes.
Those most likely to be affected
are the banking, aviation and food
sectors, as well as other areas XR
associate with climate destruction.
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